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The Shadowstep

Theory and practices of Shadowmagic
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Prologue

Shadows. Areas obscured from light.

They actually have no relevance to the practicality of the ever so mysterious shadowstep.

What they do have in common, however, is that both shadows and the origin of the shadowstep

are both the lack of something, instead of anything at all.

A shadow is simply put; the lack of light. It's the most visible non-existance of something in the

world. The magic behind the shadowstep is no different. It's defined by nothing, instead of

something, which allows the user to become nothing before reappearing in an entirely new

location.

The theories within these teachings are entirely those of the author of said teachings; Thexin.

Asura, born and raised in the old city of Lion's Arch. My training in shadowmagic began

shortly after I turned fourteen, when I broke into my soon-to-be mentor's living space in search

of coin and supplies to survive. Ofcourse, a homeless Asuran kid doesn't sneak into the home of

a trained assassin without getting caught, but I was lucky. He offered me a chance to become

something more than just a poor street rat. I took it and started my training the very next day.

Now, fifteen years later, I am writing these teachings to prevent them from being lost forever.

I've mastered the ability to great potential, though there is always more to learn and

experiment with. Sadly, I have never been able to achieve invisibility. It's one application of

shadowmagic that will not be covered within these teachings and a talent I have yet to aqcuire

myself.

Thread lightly into the shadows, however, there are those in disagreement with the usual

application of these practices. Remember that even the dark can be used for good.
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Chapter 1 - Shadowmagic

All magic origins from bending the ambient arcane energies to your will, to reshape reality.

How they utilize magic in practice differs greatly amongst individuals. To my personal

experience, casting magic is much alike moving your mucles. You don’t actively think about it,

you simply will it to be so.

Shadowmagic is no different in this regard and follows the same basic rules of magic, as any

other school. Both concentration and gestures are required to step through shadows.

Shadowmagic is a branch of the magic school of Denial. It originates from the assassins of Old

Cantha, who followed the human deity Lyssa. The practices of these assassins have spread

throughout Tyria over the decades and have become a relatively common practice. Some, like

me, learnt shadowmagic from a teacher. Others figure it out by themselves, working on their

talent, experimentation or innate ability alone.

Mesmer magic has a lot in common with shadowmagic. Mesmer magic follows the school of

Denial and is connected to the human deity of Lyssa as well. Both mesmeric and shadow magic

utilize deception, trickery, instantanious relocation and invisiblity. They have one critical

difference, however. Where the Mesmer works with light and illusions, we work with darkness

and shadows.



1.1 The Void

All shadowmagic is deeply connected to what is called the Void. It is yet unclear what the

Void is exactly. It could be a realm within the mists where absolutely nothing exists. Perhaps it

is something beyond the mists; the mists are everything, the void is nothing. None of these

theories are proven, but the existence of this Void, whatever it is, cannot be denied.

Some people carry an innate connection to the void. Those that do are capable of utilizing this

connection to execute shadowmagic. You might have this connection even without realizing it

yet. Those talented can concentrate on this sensation of absolute nothingness, the complete lack

of either warmth or cold, of no emotion and no thoughts. By clearing your mind, by achieving

this sensation of nothing, you perceive the Void itself. In time, it becomes a familiar feeling,
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something to access on a whim.

The following theory is one which I've personally been taught, and have confirmed by what I've

perceived from my own many practices. When something shadowpasses from one location to

another, they enter this Void for less than a fraction of a second, before being pulled back into

our reality. Nothing can remain within the void for longer. It's a place where nothing exists.

The existence of anything is cast out almost immediatly.

The dark wisps often visible with the use of shadowmagic are the magical energies originating

from this Void. They appear from the tears you create in reality, and move according to the

way you've shaped your use of the shadowmagic. A practiced user might be able to bend and

control these wisps in more specific ways, perhaps even to establish dark illusions. Some years

ago, I encountered something that looked like an illusionary figure made up out of shadowmagic,

detailed enough to look like an actual person. I've never confirmed whether it actually was an

use of shadowmagic, or something else, and have never encountered anything like it.



1.2 Shadowpass

My mentor taught me an uncommon name for the ability we use. Instead of a shadowstep, he

called it a shadowpass on an abstract level. The act of any object entering and being cast out

the void, whether it be a person or an item, would be called a shadowpass. If it refers

specifically to one or multiple persons, the term shadowstep is used, as the individuals

themselves choose to step through the void. There is little differences to the actual mechanics

between the two, though a shadowpass does not cast a living soul into the void, while a

shadowstep does.

Any shadowpass has two key elements. The entry and the exit.

The entry is relatively easy to achieve. Once you are able to concentrate on the sensation of

shadowmagic, you can leap into the void with almost any gesture. The most common gesture

used is an actual step forward with your feet, as it is most in tune with your instinctual

knowledge of movement. Over time, you can develop your own gestures to entering the Void. I

have narrowed my gesture down to almost nothing, allowing me to use it even while completely

restrained in the blink of an eye.
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We do not think about walking, running or leaping. You instinctively know how to do so. In

time, this will apply to the shadowstep as well. You simply take that step, without having to

think logically about the act of doing so.

Once entered, the void will immediatly cast you out into reality again. If unfocused, your return

will be uncontrolled, chaotic and most likely highly random. It is often vaguely in the direction

you were already moving to, or within a small area of your previous location if standing still. If

instead you use a clear mind to concentrate on where you wish to go, your willpower bends the

fabric of reality, allowing you to be cast out at the desired position.
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Chapter 2 - Limits of the Arcane

All use of magic drains both the body and mind considerably. The extended or heavy use of

magic can leave one entirely exhausted, unable to even stand on his own two feet. Being mindful

of your limits is essential in any situation regarding magic, as magic becomes more chaotic as

your energy and concentration runs out.



2.1 Shadowpass Toll

With shadowpasses, there are two largely defining factors that lead to energy drain. Power and

precision. The more of either, the faster you'll be fatigued.

The amount of raw arcane power you'll need is mostly defined by the amount of mass you wish

to relocate, the true distance to move it and how much resistance it's facing. Resistance can be

either physical such as being tied down, magical such as barriers or by the pure willpower of

those involved. In my experience, moves requiring raw power drain your physical fatigue more

than your mental focus.

The precision required for a shadowpass is defined by the amount of objects, the small size of

them or the complexity of an advanced shadowpass which changes your direction, posture,

velocity, or execute something unusual. It's also defined by how precise you desire to land at

your target, or whether you're using any glyphs. I have deducted that moves requiring precision

drain your mental focus more than your body, requiring a greater concentration to accomplish

them.

I have personally specialized in the use of precision over power. Without a doubt, there are

many shadowmagic users more capable in moving more mass over longer distances, but there

are only few more capable than myself in the most complicated variations of the shadowpass.



2.2 Arcane Aura's

Our reality is saturated with ambient magic. Every person, creature and item has a residual aura

of magic inherit to itself and what it's been in contact with. Some are able to sense these aura's,

but I cannot. It's not within the expertise of most shadowmagic users, but these aura's do affect
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our abilities.

You have your own aura. As such, you are completely in tune with yourself. Any shadowmagic

you utilize to step through the Void by yourself will be relatively easy.

When you try to shadowstep something that does not carry your aura, or is that of someone

else, it becomes much more difficult to do so. When a creature is actively hostile to you and

unwilling to shadowstep with you, it becomes incredibly challenging to take the creature with

you into the Void. Any magic is affected by the willpower of those afflicted. Their willpower

counters their entry to the Void, increasing the resistance you'll face when you try to force

them through.

This is also in effect when you shadowstep towards or from someone. Their arcane aura acts

much as a dampening field, preventing your connection to the void from forming an exit-point.

This is the main reason why it's nearly impossible to shadowstep into point-blank range to

someone, dagger already at their throat.

When someone has grabbed hold of you, it becomes much more difficult to escape that grasp

with a shadowstep as well. This is due to both the physical limitation of being grabbed, their

unwillingness to join you through the void and their aura.

But there's good news to these aura's as well. Items you interact with or carry with you a lot

will take on your residual aura, lowering the amount of resistance you'll face when you attempt

to cast them into the Void.

The people that regard you as a friend become easier to take with you in a shadowstep, and it

might become easier to shadowstep towards them. Your endured presence together brings your

aura's in tune with each other, harmonizing your natural energy, lessening the resistance you

face with the shadowpass.

At the time of writing, I am currently experimenting with a new ability regarding this. Pushing

my own arcane aura onto an item, so I can more easily access it. The practice is not unlike

applying an imprecise shadowmark by the act of holding the item. If perfected, it would allow

me to become instantly in tune with an item at the cost of some fatigue.
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Chapter 3 - Specialized Applications

Many are familiar with the basic shadowstep. Dissapearing from one point, appearing in

another. Aside from this use of shadowmagic, there are many more variations. Your imagination

is the limit, with understanding of the theoretical mechanics behind the shadowpass, anything is

possible.

Of the below, any number of combinations are also possible. Note, however, that the more

complicated your magic use becomes, the higher the chance of failure, inaccuracy and impact on

your fatigue. Be mindful of your own limits.



3.1 Position, Direction and Velocity

When an object passes through the void normally, only it's position changes. Your direction

within our world remains the same as before. It is important to keep this in mind, as you might

want to turn yourself around before your shadowstep. Your velocity remains the same as well. If

you enter a shadowstep with a leap or a fall, you can expect to come out the shadowstep with a

leap or a fall.

It is however possible to change more than only the position. A practiced shadowmagic user

might change direction, or even posture, in the middle of his shadowstep. Turn from casually

sitting on the ground to a ready combat posture in the blink of an eye, or quickly relocate to

behind your opponent, already facing in his direction.

Or the user might mend velocity within the void. Stopping a lethal drop from a cliff, darting

from standing still to a powerful leap, or throwing yourself upwards into the air. Adjusting

velocity is by far one of the most challenging applications, requiring a great deal of arcane

power.

The user might also have learnt to move vertically, instead of only on the ground.

Shadowstepping on top of a steep cliff, tall building or even in the middle of open air before

falling down to surprise your foes. This application is relatively more common.

The possible variations with these more advanced abilities are endless, but with any amount of
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